
  

    

 
 

Thanks for your interest in taking part in the Brits in the EU project, and for taking the 

time to read this advice on submitting a video. The following gives you a few 

guidelines for preparing, recording and sending your clip(s), but if you have any 

further questions then feel free to contact me by email through 

BritsInEU@aimlesswanderer.org or through the project’s Facebook page. 

 

To be part of Brits in the EU, record yourself answering the following questions as 

honestly and directly as you can, leaving a short pause between each answer so I can 

format the videos in a similar way to those you can see on the Brits in the EU 

YouTube channel. If you prefer, you can record each answer as a separate video file.  

 

Questions: 

1. Tell us your name, where you’re from, where you live currently 

and what you do there. 

2. Why did you leave the UK and how did you get to where you are 

now? 

3. What influence has Britain’s membership of the European Union 

had on your life? 

4. How do you think Brexit could affect you personally and are you 

doing anything to prepare? 
 

Tips: Keep your total speaking time to around 5 minutes. Sit/stand with a window or 

light behind the camera to illuminate your face, and either speak into the lens or 

towards a point on a wall, as if you were being interviewed. When you’re happy with 

your clip(s), use WeTransfer or a similar file sharing site to send them to 

BritsInEU@aimlesswanderer.org – they’ll probably be too big to email directly. It’d 

also be good to have half a dozen or so photos which I can use to illustrate your story. 

You can email them or send them through Facebook. Any questions? Get in touch! 

 

I’m looking forward to hearing your views and seeing your faces, 

Adam R. Mathews 
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